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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to design an efficient and convergent alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) for finding a solution of medium accuracy to conic pro-
gramming problems whose constraints consist of linear equalities, linear inequalities, a non-
polyhedral cone and a polyhedral cone. For this class of problems, one may apply the directly
extended ADMM to their dual, which can be written in the form of convex programming
with four separable blocks in the objective function and a coupling linear equation constraint.
Indeed, the directly extended ADMM, though may diverge in theory, often performs much
better numerically than many of its variants with theoretical convergence guarantee. Ideally,
one should find a convergent variant which is at least as efficient as the directly extended
ADMM in practice. We achieve this goal by designing a convergent semi-proximal ADMM
(called sPADMM3c for convenience) for convex programming problems having three separa-
ble blocks in the objective function with the third part being linear. At each iteration, the
proposed sPADMM3c takes one special block coordinate descent (BCD) cycle with the order
1 → 3 → 2 → 3, instead of the usual 1 → 2 → 3 Gauss-Seidel BCD cycle used in the non-
convergent directly extended 3-block ADMM, for updating the variable blocks. Our extensive
numerical tests on the important class of doubly non-negative semidefinite programming (SDP)
problems with linear equality and/or inequality constraints demonstrate that our convergent
method is at least 20% faster than the directly extended ADMM with unit step-length for
the vast majority of about 550 large scale problems tested. This confirms that at least for
conic convex programming, one can design an ADMM with a special BCD cycle of updating
the variable blocks can have both theoretical convergence guarantee and superior numerical
efficiency over the directly extended ADMM.
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1 Introduction
Our primary motivation of this paper is to design an efficient but simple first order method with
guaranteed convergence to find a solution of moderate accuracy to the following conic program-
ming with four types of constraints
(P) max {〈−c, x〉 | AEx = bE , AIx ≥ bI , x ∈ K, x ∈ Kp} .
Here AE and AI are two linear maps defined from the finite-dimensional real Euclidean space
X to <mE and <mI , respectively, (bE , bI) ∈ <mE × <mI and c ∈ X are given data, K ⊆ X is a
pointed closed convex (non-polyhedral) cone whose interior int(K) 6= ∅ and Kp is a polyhedral
convex cone in X such that K∩Kp is non-empty. Note that in theory the fourth block constraint
in (P) can be incorporated into the first and the second block constraints. However, treating the
polyhedral cone Kp separately instead of representing it in terms of equalities and inequalities
is of considerable advantage in numerical computations. Problem (P) covers a wide range of
interesting convex models. In particular, it includes the important class of doubly non-negative
(DNN) semidefinite programming (SDP) with both equality and inequality constraints
(SDP) max
{〈−C, X〉 | AEX = bE , AIX ≥ bI , X ∈ Sn+, X ∈ Kp} ,
where Sn+ is the cone of n× n symmetric and positive semidefinite matrices in the space of n× n
symmetric matrices Sn, X ∈ Kp means that every entry of the matrix X ∈ Sn is non-negative
(one can, of course, only require a subset of the entries of X to be non-negative or non-positive
or free) and C ∈ Sn is a given symmetric matrix.
For a given linear map A from X to another finite-dimensional real Euclidean space X ′, we
denote its adjoint by A∗ and for any closed convex set C ⊆ X , we denote the metric projection
operator onto C by ΠC(·). If C ⊆ X is a closed convex cone, we denote its dual cone by C∗, i.e.,
C∗ := {d ∈ X | 〈d, x〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ C}.
In this paper, we will make extensive use of the Moreau decomposition theorem [26], which states
that x = ΠC(x)−ΠC∗(−x) for any nonempty closed convex cone C ⊆ X and x ∈ X .
The dual of (P) takes the form of
min
{−〈bI , yI〉 − 〈bE , yE〉 | s+A∗IyI + z +A∗EyE = c, s ∈ K∗, z ∈ K∗p, yI ≥ 0} , (1)
which can equivalently be written as the following convex programming with four separate blocks
in the objective function and a coupling linear equation constraint:
(D) min
{
δK∗(s) + (δ<mI+ (yI)− 〈bI , yI〉) + δK∗p(z)− 〈bE , yE〉 | s+A
∗
IyI + z +A∗EyE = c
}
,
where for any given set C, δC(·) is the indicator function over C such that δC(u) = 0 if u ∈ C and
∞ otherwise.
Problem (D) belongs to a class of multi-block convex optimization problems whose objective
function is the sum of q convex functions without overlapping variables:
min
{∑q
i=1
θi(wi) |
∑q
i=1
B∗iwi = c
}
, (2)
2
where for each i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, Wi is a finite dimensional real Euclidean space equipped with an
inner product 〈·, ·〉 and its induced norm ‖ · ‖, θi : Wi 7→ (−∞,+∞] is a closed proper convex
functions, Bi : X 7→ Wi is a linear map and c ∈ X is given. Note that one can write (D) in
the form of (2) in a number of different ways. One natural choice is of course to write (D) in
terms of (2) for q = 4 with (w1, w2, w3, w4) ≡ (s, yI , z, yE). However, by noting that in (D) the
objective function containing the yE part is a linear term, we shall treat (D) as a special case
of (2) for q = 3 with (w1, w2, w3) ≡ (s, yI , (z, yE)). In the latter case, the third function θ3 is
partially linear: it is linear about yE but nonlinear about z. This partial linear structure of θ3
will be heavily exploited in our pursuit of designing a convergent but efficient first order method
in this paper.
Let σ > 0 be given. The augmented Lagrange function for (2) is defined by
Lσ(w1, . . . , wq;x) :=
∑q
i=1
θi(wi) + 〈x,
∑q
i=1
B∗iwi − c〉+
σ
2
‖
∑q
i=1
B∗iwi − c‖2
for wi ∈ Wi, i = 1, . . . , q and x ∈ X . Choose any initial points w0i ∈ dom(θi), i = 1, . . . , q
and x0 ∈ X . The classic augmented Lagrangian function method of Hestenes-Powell-Rockafellar
[22, 32, 34] consists of the following iterations:
(wk+11 , . . . , w
k+1
q ) = arg minLσ(w1, . . . , wq;x
k), (3)
xk+1 = xk + τσ
(∑q
i=1
B∗iwk+1i − c
)
, (4)
where τ > 0, e.g., τ ∈ (0, 2), is a positive constant that controls the step-length in (4). To solve (3)
exactly or approximately to high precision can be a challenging task in many situations. To deal
with this challenge, one may try to replace (3) by considering the following q-block alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM):
wk+11 = arg minLσ(w1, w
k
2 . . . , w
k
q ;x
k),
...
wk+1i = arg minLσ(w
k+1
1 , . . . , w
k+1
i−1 , wi, w
k
i+1, . . . , w
k
q ;x
k),
... (5)
wk+1q = arg minLσ(w
k+1
1 , . . . , w
k+1
q−1 , wq;x
k),
xk+1 = xk + τσ
(∑q
i=1
B∗iwk+1i − c
)
.
The above q-block ADMM is extended directly from the ADMM for solving the following 2-block
convex optimization problem
min {θ1(w1) + θ2(w2) | B∗1w1 + B∗2w2 = c} . (6)
For a chosen initial point (w01, w
0
2, x
0) ∈ dom(θ1) × dom(θ2) × X , the classic 2-block ADMM
consists of the iterations:
wk+11 = arg minLσ(w1, w
k
2 ;x
k), (7)
wk+12 = arg minLσ(w
k+1
1 , w2;x
k), (8)
xk+1 = xk + τσ(B∗1wk+11 + B∗2wk+12 − c), (9)
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where τ > 0 is a positive constant. The classic 2-block ADMM for solving (6) was first introduced
by Glowinski and Marrocco [14] and Gabay and Mercier [12]. When B∗1 = I, the identity mapping,
B∗2 is injective and θ1 is strongly convex, the convergence of the classic 2-block ADMM has been
proven first by Gabay and Mercier [12] for any τ ∈ (0, 2) if θ2 is linear, and then by Glowinski
[13] and Fortin and Glowinski [10] for any τ ∈ (0, (1 +√5 )/2) if θ2 is a general nonlinear convex
function. Gabay [11] has further shown that the classic 2-block ADMM for τ = 1 is a special
case of the Douglas-Rachford splitting method. Moreover, Eckstein and Bertsekas [6] has shown
that the latter is actually an application of the proximal point algorithm on the dual problem by
means of a specially-constructed splitting operator. A variation of the classic 2-block ADMM is
to adjust the penalty parameter σ at every iteration based on the previous iterations’ progress
with the goal of improving the convergence in practice. That is, one replaces (9) by
xk+1 = xk + τσk(B∗1wk+11 + B∗2wk+12 − c). (10)
A scheme to adjust the penalty parameters σk was studied in [20, 41], which often works well
in practice. Due to its extreme simplicity and efficiency in several applications in mathematical
imaging science, signal processing and etc., the classic 2-block ADMM has regained its popularity
in recent years. For a tutorial on the classic 2-block ADMM, one may consult the the recent work
by Eckstein and Yao [7].
The multiple-block ADMM with larger τ often works very well in many cases. For example,
Wen, Goldfarb and Yin [43] used the 3-block ADMM with τ = 1.618 to design an efficient software
for solving some SDP problems of large sizes. However, it is shown very recently by Chen, He,
Ye, and Yuan [4] that in contrast to the classic 2-block ADMM, the directly extended 3-block
ADMM with τ = 1 may diverge1. This dashes any hope of using the directly extended q-block
(q ≥ 3) ADMM without modifications2. Actually, even before the announcement of [4], several
researchers have made serious attempts in correcting the possible non-convergence of the multiple-
block ADMM [16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 37], to name only a few. A recent work by Wang, Hong, Ma and
Luo [42] is also along this line. Among the work on correcting the non-convergence, the q-block
ADMM with an additional Gaussian back substitution [18] distinguishes itself for its simplicity
and generality. However, to the best of our knowledge, up to now the dilemma is that at least
for convex conic programming, the modified versions though with convergence guarantee, often
perform 2–3 times slower than the multi-block ADMM with no convergent guarantee.
In this paper we aim to resolve the dilemma just mentioned by focusing on the conic pro-
gramming problem (P). We achieve this goal by proposing a convergent semi-proximal ADMM
(sPADMM) first for convex programming problems having three separate blocks in the objective
function with the third part being linear (we call this method sPADMM3c) and then extend
it to the general case. Our extensive numerical tests on the important class of doubly non-
negative semidefinite programming (SDP) problems with linear equality and/or inequality con-
straints demonstrate that our convergent method is at least 20% faster than the directly extended
ADMM with unit step-length for the vast majority of about 550 large scale problems tested. This
1The final version of [4] includes a non-convergent example for the ADMM with any prefixed τ not smaller than
10−8 and the penalty parameter σ = 1.
2Hong and Luo [23] provided a proof on the convergence of the directly extended q-block ADMM under some
restrictive assumptions including a global error bound condition with a sufficiently small step-length τ . Since in
practical computations, one always prefers a larger step-length for better numerical efficiency, a convergence result
of this nature is mainly of theoretical importance.
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confirms that our convergent sPADMM can have both theoretical convergence guarantee and
superior numerical efficiency over the directly extended ADMM.
Note that (5) performs the usual 1 → 2 → · · · → q Gauss-Seidel block coordinate descent
(BCD) cycle in an alternating way of minimizing the variable blocks for solving (3) inexactly.
In contrast, the proposed sPADMM3c which will be presented in Section 3.1 for the case q = 3,
takes the special 1 → 3 → 2 → 3 BCD cycle at each iteration. This special cycle actually uses
an essentially BCD cyclic rule in the terminology of Tseng [40] to minimize the variable blocks
for solving (3) inexactly. Given the fact that all the three component functions in the objective
of a counterexample constructed in [4] to illustrate the non-convergence of the directly extended
3-block ADMM are zero functions, it comes as a pleasant surprise that one only needs to update
the third variable block twice to get a convergent 3-block ADMM provided that θ3 is linear. At the
moment, it is not clear to us if our corresponding ADMM is still convergent when θ3 is nonlinear
though we conjecture that it is true3. In any case, for the conic programming problem (P), the
requirement on the linearity of θ3 is not restrictive at all, as we will see in the subsequent analysis.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section, for our
subsequent developments we will present in details the convergent properties of a semi-proximal
ADMM for solving two-block convex optimization problems. In Section 3, we will introduce a
convergent 3-block sPADMM first for the special case where the third function θ3 is a linear
function and then show how this approach can be applied to the case where θ3 is partially linear
or fully nonlinear. We should emphasize that the linear or partial linear structure of θ3 will
not render the directly extended 3-block ADMM to become convergent as the three functions
θ1, θ2 and θ3 constructed in the counterexample in [4] are all linear (actually, zero functions).
Extensions to the multi-block case are also briefly discussed in this section. In Section 4, the
applications of the convergent 3-block sPADMM to conic programming are discussed. Section
5 is devoted to the implementation and numerical experiments of using our convergent 3-block
sPADMM for solving (SDP). We separate our numerical tests into two parts. The first part is
on the doubly non-negative SDP, i.e., (SDP) without the inequality constraints AIX ≥ bI . For
this class of SDP problems, our proposed convergent 3-block ADMM is more efficient than the
directly extended 3-block ADMM (with τ = 1) and it is competitive to the latter with τ = 1.618
in terms of both the number of iterations and computing time. We should mention again that
the directly extended 3-block ADMM has no convergent guarantee regardless of whether τ = 1
or τ = 1.618. The second part of the section is on a class of general (SDP) having four types of
constraints including a large number of inequality constraints AIX ≥ bI . This time, our proposed
convergent 3-block sPADMM is still more efficient than the directly extended 4-block sPADMM
with τ = 1 and is competitive to the latter even for τ = 1.618 in terms of the computing time and
needs less number of iterations. Our research conducted here opens up the possibility of designing
an efficient and convergent ADMM with a suitably chosen essentially BCD cyclic rule rather than
the usual Gauss-Seidel BCD cyclic rule where the latter may lead to a non-convergent ADMM, for
multi-block convex optimization problems (2) with structures beyond those considered in (SDP).
We conclude our paper in the final section.
Notation. For any given self-adjoint positive semidefinite operator T that maps a real Euclidean
space X into itself, we let T 1/2 be the unique self-adjoint positive semidefinite operator such that
3In a recent paper [24], Li, Sun and Toh report that the conjecture is indeed true if θ3 is a convex quadratic
function.
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T 1/2T 1/2 = T and define
‖x‖T :=
√
〈x, T x〉 = ‖T 1/2x‖ ∀x ∈ X .
For a given convex function φ : X → (−∞,∞], φ∗ denotes its Fenchel conjugate, i.e.,
φ∗(x) := sup{〈y, x〉 − φ(y)}, x ∈ X .
2 Preliminaries
Thoughout this paper, we assume that X ,Y,Z are three finite dimensional real Euclidean spaces
each equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉 and its induced norm ‖ · ‖. Let f : Y 7→ (−∞,+∞],
g : Z 7→ (−∞,+∞] be given closed proper convex functions, F : X 7→ Y, G : X 7→ Z be given
linear maps and c ∈ X be also given. Let S and T be two given self-adjoint positive semidefinite
(not necessarily positive definite) linear operators on Y and Z, respectively.
The purpose of this section is to discuss the convergent properties of a semi-proximal ADMM
(sPADMM) for solving the 2-block convex optimization problem
min {f(y) + g(z) | F∗y + G∗z = c} (11)
and its dual
max {−〈c, x〉 − f∗(−Fx)− g∗(−Gx)} , (12)
which can equivalently be written as
min {〈c, x〉+ f∗(u) + g∗(v) | Fx+ u = 0, Gx+ v = 0} . (13)
These convergence results are the essential ingredients in proving the convergence of our 3-block
sPADMM proposed in Section 3.
Recall that the augmented Lagrange function for problem (11) is defined by
Lσ(y, z;x) = f(y) + g(z) + 〈x, F∗y + G∗z − c〉+ σ
2
‖F∗y + G∗z − c‖2. (14)
It is clear that in order for the classic 2-block ADMM scheme (7)–(9) applied to problem (11)
to work, one needs to assume that both subproblems have a solution. The existence of solutions
for the subproblems can be guaranteed if we assume that the objective functions in (7) and (8)
are both coercive. However, conditions ensuring the boundedness of the two generated sequences
{yk+1} and {zk+1} are very subtle while the boundedness of the dual variable sequence {xk+1} is
readily obtainable. More importantly, it is also desirable that both yk+1 and zk+1 can be computed
relative easily if f and g have conducive structures. In this regard, the following sPADMM is
preferred.
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Algorithm sPADMM2: A generic 2-block semi-proximal ADMM for solving (11).
Let σ > 0 and τ ∈ (0,∞) be given parameters. Choose y0 ∈ dom(f), z0 ∈ dom(g), and x0 ∈ X .
Perform the kth iteration as follows:
Step 1. Compute yk+1 = arg minLσ(y, z
k;xk) +
σ
2
‖y − yk‖2S .
Step 2. Compute zk+1 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, z;xk) +
σ
2
‖z − zk‖2T .
Step 3. Compute xk+1 = xk + τσ(F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 − c).
In the above 2-block sPADMM for solving problem (11), the choices of S and T are very much
problem dependent. The general principle is that both S and T should be as small as possible
while yk+1 and zk+1 are still relatively easy to compute. The convergence analysis of the 2-block
sPADMM can be conducted by following the proof given by Fortin and Glowinski [10] based on
variational analysis. This has been done in [9]. Here we will only summarize what we need for
later developments. For details, one may refer to Appendix B in [9].
Assumption 2.1. There exists (yˆ, zˆ) ∈ ri(dom f × dom g) such that F∗yˆ + G∗zˆ = c.
Under Assumption 2.1, it follows from [33, Corollary 28.2.2] and [33, Corollary 28.3.1] that
(y¯, z¯) ∈ Y × Z is an optimal solution to problem (11) if and only if there exists a Lagrange
multiplier x¯ ∈ X such that
0 ∈ F x¯+ ∂f(y¯), 0 ∈ Gx¯+ ∂g(z¯), F∗y¯ + G∗z¯ − c = 0, (15)
where ∂f and ∂g are the subdifferential mappings of f and g respectively. Moreover, any x¯ ∈ X
satisfying (15) is an optimal solution to the dual problem (13). Since both ∂f and ∂g are maximal
monotone [35, Theorem 12.17], there exist two self-adjoint and positive semidefinite operators Σf
and Σg such that for all y, y
′ ∈ dom(f), u ∈ ∂f(y), and u′ ∈ ∂f(y′),
〈u− u′, y − y′〉 ≥ ‖y − y′‖2Σf (16)
and for all z, z′ ∈ dom(g), v ∈ ∂g(z), and v′ ∈ ∂g(z′),
〈v − v′, z − z′〉 ≥ ‖z − z′‖2Σg . (17)
Theorem 2.1. Let Σf and Σg be the two self-adjoint and positive semidefinite operators defined
by (16) and (17), respectively. Suppose that the solution set of problem (11) is nonempty and
that Assumption 2.1 holds. Assume that S and T are chosen such that the sequence {(yk, zk, xk)}
generated by Algorithm sPADMM2 is well defined. Let (y¯, z¯) be any optimal solution to problem
(11) and x¯ be any optimal solution to problem (13), respectively. For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , denote
yke := y
k − y¯, zke := zk − z¯ and xke := xk − x¯.
Then, under the condition either (a) τ ∈ (0, (1+√5 )/2) or (b) τ ≥ (1+√5 )/2 but∑∞k=0(‖G∗(zk+1−
zk)‖2 + τ−1‖F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 − c‖2) <∞, the following results hold:
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(i) The sequence {‖xk+1e ‖2 + ‖zk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σg+T +GG∗) + ‖yk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σf+S+FF∗)} is bounded.
(ii) If (y∞, z∞, x∞) is an accumulation point of {(yk, zk, xk)}, then (y∞, z∞) solves (11) and
x∞ solves (13), respectively, and it holds that
lim
k→∞
(
‖xk+1e ‖2 + ‖zk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σg+T +GG∗) + ‖yk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σf+S+FF∗)
)
= 0,
where in the definition of (yke , z
k
e , x
k
e), the point (y¯, z¯, x¯) is replaced by (y
∞, z∞, x∞).
(iii) If both σ−1Σf + S + FF∗ and σ−1Σg + T + GG∗ are positive definite, then the sequence
{(yk, zk, xk)}, which is automatically well defined, converges to a unique limit, say, (y∞, z∞, x∞)
with (y∞, z∞) solving (11) and x∞ solving (13), respectively.
(iv) When the z-part disappears, the corresponding results in parts (i)–(iii) hold under the con-
dition either τ ∈ (0, 2) or τ ≥ 2 but ∑∞k=0 ‖F∗yk+1 − c‖2 <∞ .
Remark 2.1. The conclusions of Theorem 2.1 for the case that τ ∈ (0, (1 + √5 )/2) follow
directly from the results given in [9, Theorem B.1]. For the case that τ ≥ (1 + √5 )/2 but∑∞
k=0(‖G∗(zk+1 − zk)‖2 + τ−1‖F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 − c‖2) < ∞, we can just mimick the proofs for
part (c) in [9, Theorem B.1] for the case that τ ∈ (1, (1+√5 )/2) by using part (b) in [9, Theorem
B.1] and the property on Feje´r monotone sequences. Similarly, the conclusions for part (iv) can
be derived correspondingly by using part (d) in [9, Theorem B.1]. In our numerical computations,
we always start with a larger τ , e.g., τ = 1.95, and reset it as τ := max(ρτ, 1.618) for some
ρ ∈ (0, 1) if at the k-th iteration
‖G∗(zk+1 − zk)‖2 + τ−1‖F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 − c‖2 > c0k−1.2
for some constant c0 > 0. Since τ can be reset for a finite number of times only, eventually either
condition (a) or condition (b) in Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. Consequently, the conclusions of parts
(i)-(iii) in Theorem 2.1 hold. When the z-part disappears, we can start with τ ≥ 2 and reset it
accordingly by using a similar procedure to the above.
Remark 2.2. Independent of Fazel et al. [9], Deng and Yin [5] also analyze the global convergence
of Algorithm sPADMM2, though the focus of [5] is mainly on analyzing the rate of convergence,
for the following cases: i) S  0, T  0, τ ∈ (0, 1]; ii) S ≡ 0, T  0, τ ∈ [1, 1+
√
5
2 ). The most
interesting case used in this paper of taking S  0, T  0 and τ > 1 (in particular, τ = 1.618) is
not covered by [5].
3 A convergent 3-block semi-proximal ADMM
Assume that W is a finite dimensional real Euclidean space. Let h :W 7→ (−∞,+∞] be a given
closed proper convex function, H : X 7→ W be a given linear map. For the subsequent discussions,
we let Tf and Tg be two given self-adjoint positive semidefinite (not necessarily positive definite)
linear operators on Y and Z, respectively.
Consider the following 3-block convex optimization problem
min {f(y) + g(z) + h(w) | F∗y + G∗z +H∗w = c} . (18)
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The dual of (18) is
max {−〈c, x〉 − f∗(−Fx)− g∗(−Gx)− h∗(−Hx)} , (19)
which can equivalently be written as
min {〈c, x〉+ f∗(u) + g∗(v) + h∗(s) | Fx+ u = 0, Gx+ v = 0, Hx+ s = 0} . (20)
By noting that the three variables u, v, and s are decoupled in the constraints of problem (20),
one may attempt to apply the classic 2-block ADMM if F∗F + G∗G +H∗H is positive definite or
the 2-block sPADMM if it is only positive semidefinite, to (20) with x and (u, v, s) as two separate
block variables.4 However, as far as we know from our numerical experiments, this approach is
less efficient than working with the problem of the form (18) directly. A possible explanation for
this phenomenon is that the sizes of F∗F + G∗G +H∗H are often too large to admit an efficient
Cholesky factorization and consequently one is forced to add a large semi-proximal term to it to
make the new operator more amenable for practical computations. At least, this is the case for
conic programming (P).
In the next subsection, we will introduce our approach first for the case where h is a linear
function and prove the convergence of our approach by relating it to a particularly designed 2-
block sPADMM. For (D), this corresponds to the case where mI = 0 or Kp = X . After that, we
will extend our idea to deal with the case where h is only partially linear or fully nonlinear and
the q-block case in Section 3.2.
3.1 The case where h is linear
In this subsection, we are particularly interested in the case where h is a linear function of the
form
h(w) := −〈b, w〉 ∀w ∈ W, (21)
where b ∈ W is given. For simplicity, by removing the redundancy if necessary (although it may
not be an easy task numerically), we assume that HH∗ is invertible, i.e., H is surjective.
For a given σ > 0, let Lσ(y, z, w;x) be the augmented Lagrange function for (18), i.e., for any
(y, z, w, x) ∈ Y × Z ×W ×X ,
Lσ(y, z, w;x) = f(y) + g(z)− 〈b, w〉+ 〈x, F∗y + G∗z +H∗w − c〉+ σ
2
‖F∗y + G∗z +H∗w − c‖2.(22)
The following constraint qualification is needed for our subsequent discussions.
Assumption 3.1. There exists (yˆ, zˆ, wˆ) ∈ ri(dom f×dom g)×W such that F∗yˆ+G∗zˆ+H∗wˆ = c.
Similar to the discussion in Section 2, under Assumption 3.1, it follows from [33, Corol-
lary 28.2.2] and [33, Corollary 28.3.1] that (y¯, z¯, w¯) ∈ Y × Z × W is an optimal solution to
problem (18) if and only if there exists a Lagrange multiplier x¯ ∈ X such that
0 ∈ F x¯+ ∂f(y¯), 0 ∈ Gx¯+ ∂g(z¯), Hx¯− b = 0, F∗y¯ + G∗z¯ +H∗w¯ − c = 0. (23)
4This comment can be direcly applied to the q-block convex optimization problem (2).
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Moreover, any x¯ ∈ X satisfying (23) is an optimal solution to the dual problem (20).
We consider the following sPADMM for solving (18).
Algorithm sPADMM3c: A convergent 3-block semi-proximal ADMM for solving (18).
Let σ > 0 and τ ∈ (0,∞) be given parameters. Choose y0 ∈ dom(f), z0 ∈ dom(g), and x0 ∈ X
such that Hx0 = b. Set w0 := (HH∗)−1H(c−F∗y0−G∗z0). Perform the kth iteration as follows:
Step 1. Compute yk+1 = arg minLσ(y, z
k, wk;xk) +
σ
2
‖y − yk‖2Tf .
Step 2. Compute wk+
1
2 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, zk, w;xk) = (HH∗)−1H(c − F∗yk+1 − G∗zk) and
zk+1 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, z, wk+
1
2 ;xk) +
σ
2
‖z − zk‖2Tg .
Step 3. Compute wk+1 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, zk+1, w;xk) = (HH∗)−1H(c−F∗yk+1 − G∗zk+1).
Step 4. Compute xk+1 = xk + τσ(F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 +H∗wk+1 − c).
Note that in Step 2 of Algorithm sPADMM3c, by direct calculations we should have
wk+
1
2 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, zk, w;xk) = (HH∗)−1[H(c−F∗yk+1 − G∗zk) + σ−1(b−Hxk)].
However, by using Proposition 3.1, to be introduced later, we know that b − Hxk = 0 for all k.
Thus wk+
1
2 = (HH∗)−1H(c − F∗yk+1 − G∗zk). In Step 3, wk+1 is computed in a similar way.
When Tf = 0 and Tg = 0, i.e., the proximal terms ‖y−yk‖2Tf and ‖z−zk‖2Tg are absent, Algorithm
sPADMM3c will become our convergent ADMM for solving (18) (ADMM3c in short). One reason
for including Tf and Tg is to ensure that both yk+1 and zk+1 are well defined; see further discussions
on this part in Section 2. The difference between our ADMM3c and the directly extended 3-block
ADMM (ADMM3d in short) is that we perform an extra intermediate step to compute wk+
1
2
before computing zk+1, i.e., at the kth iteration we perform a particularly chosen essentially BCD
cycle in updating the variable y, z, w in the terminology of Tseng [40]. Except for this extra step,
ADMM3c is as simple as ADMM3d, which at each iteration performs a Gauss-Seidel BCD cycle
in updating the variable y, z, w. Observe that in both ADMM3c and ADMM3d, we need to solve
linear systems involving the fixed operator HH∗. For the case where the computation (which only
needs to be done once) of HH∗ and its (sparse) Cholesky factorization can be done at a moderate
cost, Step 3 of the above algorithm can be performed cheaply. Now, under the condition that
the Cholesky factorization of HH∗ is available, the extra cost for computing wk+ 12 is actually
insignificant. The reward for doing the extra step in computing wk+
1
2 is that we are able to prove
the convergence of our ADMM3c not only for τ = 1 but also allow τ to take a larger step-length,
e.g, τ = 1.618, so as to achieve faster convergence than the directly extended ADMM3d. Note
that if the z-part disappears, then Step 2 of Algorithm sPADMM3c disappears and our ADMM3c
is identical to the classic 2-block ADMM but with τ ∈ (0, 2) instead of τ ∈ (0, (1 +√5 )/2) due
to our requirement that Hx0 = b.
Next we will prove the convergence of Algorithm sPADMM3c for solving (18) by relating it
to the generic 2-block sPADMM for solving a 2-block convex optimization problem discussed in
Section 2.
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For problem (18), one can obtain w explicitly from the equality constraint F∗y+G∗z+H∗w = c
as follows
w(y, z) = (HH∗)−1H(c−F∗y − G∗z), (y, z) ∈ Y × Z. (24)
Substituting (24) into (18), we can recast (18) equivalently as
min
{
f(y) + g(z) + 〈b¯, F∗y + G∗z − c〉 | Q(F∗y + G∗z − c) = 0} , (25)
where b¯ := H∗(HH∗)−1b,
Q := I − P, P := H∗(HH∗)−1H
and I : X → X is the identity map. It is easy to check that the two operators Q and P satisfy
the following properties:
P∗ = P, Q∗ = Q, P∗P = P, Q∗Q = Q, PH∗ = H∗, HQ = 0, QH∗ = 0. (26)
The dual of (25) is given by
min f∗(u) + g∗(v) + 〈c, b¯+Qλ〉
s.t. F(b¯+Qλ) + u = 0, G(b¯+Qλ) + v = 0. (27)
Note that (27) is equivalent to (20) if we let x = b¯+Qλ.
Let σ > 0 be a positive constant. Define the augmented Lagrange function for (25) by
L̂σ(y, z;λ) = f(y) + g(z) + 〈b¯, F∗y + G∗z − c〉
+ 〈λ, Q(F∗y + G∗z − c)〉+ σ
2
‖Q(F∗y + G∗z − c)‖2. (28)
Now we can apply the generic 2-block sPADMM discussed in Section 2 to (25).
Algorithm sPADMM2s: A specific 2-block semi-proximal ADMM for solving (25).
Let σ > 0 and τ ∈ (0,∞) be given parameters. Choose y0 ∈ dom(f), z0 ∈ dom(g), and
λ0 ∈ Range(Q). Perform the kth iteration as follows:
Step 1. Compute yk+1 = arg min L̂σ(y, z
k;λk) +
σ
2
‖F∗(y − yk)‖2P +
σ
2
‖y − yk‖2Tf .
Step 2. Compute zk+1 = arg min L̂σ(y
k+1, z;λk) +
σ
2
‖G∗(z − zk)‖2P +
σ
2
‖z − zk‖2Tg .
Step 3. Compute λk+1 = λk + τσQ(F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 − c).
It is important to note that in Algorithm sPADMM2s for solving (25), we have two proximal
terms in both Step 1 and Step 2 instead of one proximal term. In particular, the first proximal
term is necessary as neither QF∗ nor QG∗ is injective. Next, we establish the equivalence of
Algorithm sPADMM3c for solving problem (18) and Algorithm sPADMM2s for solving problem
(25).
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Proposition 3.1. Let σ > 0 and τ ∈ (0,∞) be given parameters. Choose y0 ∈ dom(f), z0 ∈
dom(g) and λ0 ∈ Range(Q). Let x0 = H∗(HH∗)−1b + λ0. Then for any k ≥ 0, we have the
following results
(i) the point (yk, zk) generated by Algorithm sPADMM2s for solving problem (25) is identical
to the point (yk, zk) generated by Algorithm sPADMM3c for solving problem (18);
(ii) λk and xk satisfy the relation
xk = H∗(HH∗)−1b+ λk.
Proof. We prove this proposition by induction. First, note that sinceHQ = 0 and λ0 ∈ Range(Q),
we have Hx0 = b.
Recall that wk = (HH∗)−1H(c − F∗yk − G∗zk). Note that by direct computations we have
H∗wk = PH∗wk = P(c−F∗yk −G∗zk). Assume that the conclusions of this proposition hold up
to k ≥ 0. Then, by using (26) and the facts that λk is in the range of Q and Hxk = b, we can
easily check for every k = 0, 1, . . . that
yk+1 = arg min
{
L̂σ(y, z
k;λk) +
σ
2
‖F∗(y − yk)‖2P +
σ
2
‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
= arg min
{
L̂σ(y, z
k;λk) +
σ
2
‖P(F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c)‖2 + σ
2
‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
= arg min
{
f(y) + g(zk) + 〈b¯, F∗y + G∗zk − c〉+ 〈λk, Q(F∗y + G∗zk − c)〉
+σ2 ‖Q(F∗y + G∗zk − c)‖2 + σ2 ‖P(F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c)‖2 + σ2 ‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
= arg min
{
f(y) + g(zk) + 〈xk, F∗y + G∗zk − c〉+ σ2 ‖Q(F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c)‖2
+σ2 ‖P(F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c)‖2 + σ2 ‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
= arg min
{
f(y) + g(zk)− 〈b, wk〉+ 〈xk, F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c〉
+σ2 ‖Q(F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c)‖2 + σ2 ‖P(F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c)‖2 + σ2 ‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
= arg min
{
f(y) + g(zk)− 〈b, wk〉+ 〈xk, F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c〉
+σ2 ‖F∗y + G∗zk +H∗wk − c‖2 + σ2 ‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
= arg min
{
Lσ(y, z
k, wk;xk) +
σ
2
‖y − yk‖2Tf
}
.
Similarly, for every k = 0, 1, . . ., we have
zk+1 = arg min
{
L̂σ(y
k+1, z;λk) +
σ
2
‖G∗(z − zk)‖2P +
σ
2
‖z − zk‖2Tg
}
= arg min
{
L̂σ(y
k+1, z;λk) +
σ
2
‖P(F∗yk+1 + G∗z +H∗wk+ 12 − c)‖2 + σ
2
‖z − zk‖2Tg
}
= arg min
{
Lσ(y
k+1, z, wk+
1
2 ;xk) +
σ
2
‖z − zk‖2Tg
}
,
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where wk+
1
2 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, zk, w;xk) = (HH∗)−1H(c−F∗yk+1 − G∗zk) and
λk+1 = λk + τσQ(F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 − c)
= xk −H∗(HH∗)−1b+ τσ(F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 +H∗wk+1 − c),
= xk+1 −H∗(HH∗)−1b,
where wk+1 = arg minLσ(y
k+1, zk+1, w;xk) = (HH∗)−1H(c− F∗yk+1 − G∗zk+1). This completes
our proof.
Now we are ready to establish the convergence results for Algorithm sPADMM3c for solving
(18).
Theorem 3.1. Let Σf and Σg be the two self-adjoint and positive semidefinite operators defined
by (16) and (17), respectively. Suppose that the solution set of problem (18) is nonempty and that
Assumption 3.1 holds. Assume that Tf and Tg are chosen such that the sequence {(yk, zk, wk, xk)}
generated by Algorithm sPADMM3c is well defined. Let (y¯, z¯, w¯) be any optimal solution to (18)
and x¯ be any optimal solution to (20), respectively. For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , denote
yke := y
k − y¯, zke := zk − z¯, wke := wk − w¯ and xke := xk − x¯.
Then, under the condition either (a) τ ∈ (0, (1+√5 )/2) or (b) τ ≥ (1+√5 )/2 but∑∞k=0(‖G∗(zk+1−
zk) +H∗(wk+1 − wk+ 12 )‖2 + τ−1‖F∗yk+1 + G∗zk+1 +H∗wk+1 − c‖2) < ∞, the following results
hold:
(i) The sequence {‖xk+1e ‖2 + ‖zk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σg+Tg+GG∗) + ‖yk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σf+Tf+FF∗)} is bounded.
(ii) If (y∞, z∞, w∞, x∞) is an accumulation point of {(yk, zk, wk, xk)}, then (y∞, z∞, w∞) solves
(18) and x∞ solves (20), respectively and it holds that
lim
k→∞
(
‖xk+1e ‖2 + ‖zk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σg+Tg+GG∗) + ‖yk+1e ‖2(σ−1Σf+Tf+FF∗)
)
= 0,
where in the definition of (yke , z
k
e , w
k
e , x
k
e), the point (y¯, z¯, w¯, x¯) is replaced by (y
∞, z∞, w∞, x∞).
(iii) If both σ−1Σf + Tf + FF∗ and σ−1Σg + Tg + GG∗ are positive definite, then the sequence
{(yk, zk, wk, xk)}, which is automatically well defined, converges to a unique limit, say,
(y∞, z∞, w∞, x∞) with (y∞, z∞, w∞) solving (18) and x∞ solving (20), respectively.
(iv) When the the z-part disappears, the corresponding results in parts (i)–(iii) hold for any
τ ∈ (0, 2) or τ ≥ 2 but ∑∞k=0 ‖F∗yk+1 +H∗wk+1 − c‖2 <∞.
Proof. By combing Theorem 2.1 with Proposition 3.1 and using the relation (24), we can readily
obtain the conclusions of this theorem.
Remark 3.1. The main idea for proving the convergence of Algorithm sPADMM3c is via showing
that Algorithm sPADMM3c is equivalent to Algorithm sPADMM2s, which is obtained by applying
Algorithm sPADMM2 to the problem (25) using two special semi-proximal terms S = FPF∗+Tf
and T = GPG∗+Tg in Step 1 and Step 2, respectively. This simple discovery of the equivalence of
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Algorithm sPADMM3c for solving (18) and Algorithm sPADMM2s for solving its equivalent prob-
lem (25) is significant since on the one hand it settles the convergence of Algorithm sPADMM3c
by using known convergence results for Algorithm sPADMM2s and on the other hand, it allows
one to take advantage of the extremely simple structure of Algorithm sPADMM3c in searching
for an efficient implementation for solving convex conic programming. Note that one cannot even
prove the convergence of Algorithm ADMM3c (without the two semi-proximal terms Tf and Tg) by
directly applying the classic 2-block ADMM to (25). Actually, since neither QF∗ nor QG∗ is in-
jective, one cannot use the classic 2-block ADMM to solve (25) at all unless additional conditions
on f and g are imposed.
3.2 Extensions
In this subsection, we first consider the 3-block convex optimization problem (18), i.e.,
min {f(y) + g(z) + h(w) | F∗y + G∗z +H∗w = c}
for the case where at least one of the three functions f , g and h is partially linear. Without loss
of generality, we assume that h : W ≡ WI × WE → (−∞,∞] is of the following partial linear
structure
h(w) = θ(wI)− 〈b, w〉 = θ(wI)− 〈bI , wI〉 − 〈bE , wE〉 ∀w ≡ (wI , wE) ∈ WI ×WE ,
where b ≡ (bI , bE) ∈ WI × WE is a given vector and θ : WI → (−∞,∞] is a closed proper
nonlinear convex function. Decompose H ≡ HI ×HE such that for any x ∈ X ,( HIx
HEx
)
≡ Hx = HIx×HEx ∈ WI ×WE .
Again, by removing redundancy in H if necessary, we assume that HEH∗E is invertible, i.e., HE
is surjective. We also assume that the Cholesky factorization of HEH∗E can be computed at a
moderate cost. In order to apply our proposed convergent 3-block semi-proximal ADMM to solve
min {f(y) + g(z) + h(w) | F∗y + G∗z +H∗IwI +H∗EwE = c} , (29)
we need to convert it into the form of problem (18) with h being linear. For this purpose, we
define H3 :W → X ×WI to be the following linear map
H∗3w :=
( H∗IwI +H∗EwE
−D∗IwI
)
∀w ∈ W,
where DI : WI → WI is a particularly chosen nonsingular linear operator, e.g., the identity
operator I :WI →WI , and D∗I is the adjoint of DI .
We consider the following two cases.
Case 1). The inverse of H3H∗3 can be computed at a moderate cost.
By introducing a slack variable η ∈ WI , we can rewrite (29) as
min {f(y) + g(z) + θ(wI)− 〈b, w〉 | F∗y + G∗z +H∗IwI +H∗EwE = c, D∗I (η − wI) = 0} , (30)
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which can then be cast into the form of problem (18) as follows:
min
{(
f(y) + θ(η)
)
+ g(z)− 〈b, w〉 |
( F∗y
D∗Iη
)
+
( G∗z
0
)
+H∗3w =
(
c
0
) }
. (31)
The convergent 3-block sPADMM discussed in Section 3.1 for solving problem (18) can then be
applied to problem (31) in a straightforward way.
Case 2). The inverse of H3H∗3 cannot be computed at a moderate cost.
Let D : X → X be a given nonsingular linear operator and D∗ be its adjoint. We assume that
D is chosen in such a way that the inverse of I +DD∗ can be computed explicitly with low costs
(e.g., D = 5I). By introducing a slack variable s ∈ X , we can rewrite (29) as
min {f(y) + g(z) + θ(wI)− 〈b, w〉 | F∗y + G∗z + s+H∗EwE = c, D∗(H∗IwI − s) = 0} , (32)
which can then be recast in the form of (18) as follows:
min
{(
f(y) + θ˜(wI)
)
+ g(z)− 〈bE , wE〉 |
( F∗y
D∗H∗IwI
)
+
( G∗z
0
)
+ B∗(s, wE) =
(
c
0
) }
,(33)
where the convex function θ˜(·) ≡ θ(·)−〈bI , ·〉 and the linear map B : X ×WE → X ×X is defined
by
B∗(s, wE) :=
(
s+H∗EwE
−D∗s
)
∀ (s, wE) ∈ X ×WE .
As in Case 1), we can apply the convergent 3-block sPADMM discussed in Section 3.1 to problem
(33) in a straightforward way as now the inverse of BB∗ can be computed based on (I +DD∗)−1
and the inverse of HE(I − (I + DD∗)−1)H∗E . In our numerical experiments in Section 5, we
choose D = αI for some α ∈ [3, 6], and α is dynamically adjusted according to the progress of
the algorithm.
Though not the focus of this paper, here we will also briefly explain how to extend our
convergent semi-proximal ADMM to deal with the general q-block convex optimization problem
(2):
min
{∑q
i=1
θi(wi) |
∑q
i=1
B∗iwi = c
}
.
For any i ≥ 3, let Di : X → X be a given nonsingular linear operator and D∗i be its adjoint.
By introducing slack variables si ∈ X , i = 3, . . . , q, we can then rewrite (2) equivalently as
min
{∑q
i=1
θi(wi) | B∗1w1 + B∗2w2 + s3 + · · ·+ sq = c, D∗i (B∗iwi − si) = 0, i = 3, . . . , q
}
. (34)
Let l := bq/2c be the largest integer that is smaller or equal to q/2. Define h(s3, . . . , sq) ≡ 0,
f(w1, w3 . . . , wl+1) = θ1(w1) +
∑l+1
i=3 θi(wi), g(w2, wl+2, . . . , wq) = θ(w2) +
∑q
i=l+2 θi(wi),
F∗(w1, w3, . . . , wl+1) =

B∗1w1
D∗3B∗3w3
...
D∗l+1B∗l+1wl+1
0
...
0

, G∗(w2, wl+2, . . . , wq) =

B∗2w2
0
...
0
D∗l+2B∗l+2wl+2
...
D∗qB∗qwq

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for any wi ∈ Wi, i = 1, . . . , q and sj ∈ X , j = 3, . . . , q. Then it is easy to see that (34) is in the
form of (18) with
H∗(s3, . . . , sq) =

s3 + · · ·+ sq
−D∗3s3
...
−D∗qsq
 .
Note that we have
HH∗ =
 D3D
∗
3
. . .
DqD∗q
+
 I...
I

 I...
I

∗
.
Thus, if for each i ∈ {3, . . . , q}, Di is chosen such that DiD∗i can be inverted easily, e.g., Di = αI
for some α > 0, then we can compute the inverse of HH∗ analytically via the Sherman-Morrison-
Woodbury formula if I+∑qi=3(DiD∗i )−1 is also easy to invert. In this way, our convergent 3-block
semi-proximal ADMM discussed in Section 3.1 can then be applied to problem (34) directly.
4 Applications to conic programming
In this section, we show how to apply our convergent 3-block sPADMM to solve conic program-
ming (P) and its dual (D). Here we always assume that AEA∗E is invertible and its Cholesky
factorization can be computed at a moderate cost.
4.1 The case where mI = 0
In this subsection, we show how our convergent ADMM3c can be used to solve conic programming
(P) without the inequality constraintsAIxI ≥ bI . In this case, the conic programming (P) reduces
to
max {〈−c, x〉 | AEx = bE , x ∈ K, x ∈ Kp} (35)
with its dual taking the form of
min
{
δK∗(s) + δK∗p(z)− 〈bE , yE〉 | s+ z +A∗EyE = c
}
. (36)
For problem (36), instead of using the constraint qualification imposed in Assumption 3.1, we will
use the following more familiar one in the conic programming field.
Assumption 4.1. (a) For problem (35), there exists a feasible solution xˆ ∈ K such that
AE xˆ = bE , xˆ ∈ int(K), xˆ ∈ Kp .
(b) For problem (36), there exists a feasible solution (sˆ, zˆ, yˆE) ∈ K∗ ×X ×<mE such that
sˆ+ zˆ +A∗E yˆE = c, sˆ ∈ int(K∗), zˆ ∈ K∗p .
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It is known from convex analysis (e.g, [1, Corollary 5.3.6]) that under Assumption 4.1, the
strong duality for (35) and (36) holds and the following Karush-Kuhn-Tuck (KKT) condition has
nonempty solutions:{ AEx− bE = 0, s+ z +A∗EyE − c = 0,
〈x, s〉 = 0, x ∈ K, s ∈ K∗, 〈x, z〉 = 0, x ∈ Kp, z ∈ K∗p.
(37)
Let σ > 0 be given. The augmented Lagrange function for (36) is defined by
Lσ(s, z, yE ;x) : = δK∗(s) + δK∗p(z) + 〈−bE , yE〉+ 〈x, s+ z +A∗EyE − c〉
+
σ
2
‖s+ z +A∗EyE − c‖2, (s, z, yE , x) ∈ X × X × <mE ×X . (38)
We can apply our convergent 3-block ADMM (without the proximal terms) to problem (36)
to obtain the following algorithm.
Algorithm Conic-ADMM3c: A convergent 3-block ADMM for solving (36).
Given parameters σ > 0 and τ ∈ (0,∞). Choose s0 ∈ K∗, z0 ∈ K∗p, x0 ∈ X such that AEx0 = bE .
Set y0E = (AEA∗E)−1AE(c− s0 − z0). Perform the kth iteration as follows:
Step 1. Compute sk+1 = arg minLσ(s, z
k, ykE ;x
k) = ΠK∗
(
c− zk −A∗EykE − σ−1xk
)
.
Step 2. Compute y
k+ 1
2
E = arg minLσ(s
k+1, zk, yE ;x
k) = (AEA∗E)−1AE(c− sk+1 − zk) and
zk+1 = arg minLσ(s
k+1, z, y
k+ 1
2
E ;x
k) = ΠK∗p
(
c− sk+1 −A∗Ey
k+ 1
2
E − σ−1xk
)
.
Step 3. Compute yk+1E = arg minLσ(s
k+1, zk+1, yE ;x
k) = (AEA∗E)−1AE(c− sk+1 − zk+1).
Step 4. Compute xk+1 = xk + τσ(sk+1 + zk+1 +A∗Eyk+1E − c).
The following convergence results for Algorithm Conic-ADMM3c for solving problem (36) can
be derived directly from Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Assumption 4.1 holds and that AE is surjective. Then the sequence
{(sk, zk, ykE , xk)} generated by Algorithm Conic-ADMM3c is well defined. Furthermore, under the
condition that either (a) τ ∈ (0, (1 + √5 )/2) or (b) τ ≥ (1 + √5 )/2 but ∑∞k=0(‖(zk+1 − zk) +
A∗E(yk+1E − y
k+ 1
2
E )‖2 + τ−1‖sk+1 + zk+1 +A∗Eyk+1E − c‖2) <∞, it holds that
(i) The sequence {(sk, zk, ykE , xk)} converges to a unique limit, say, (s∞, z∞, y∞E , x∞) satisfying
the KKT condition (37).
(ii) When Kp = X , i.e., the z-part disappears, the corresponding result in part (i) holds for any
τ ∈ (0, 2) or τ ≥ 2 but ∑∞k=0 ‖sk+1 +A∗Eyk+1E − c‖2 <∞ .
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4.2 The case where mI > 0
Here we consider conic programming problem (P) with inequality constraints, i.e.,
max {〈−c, x〉 | AEx = bE , AIx ≥ bI , x ∈ K, x ∈ Kp} . (39)
If mI , the number of inequality constraints AIx ≥ bI , is relatively small, we can introduce a slack
variable to convert (39) into the form of problem (35) with three blocks of constraints and then
apply Algorithm Conic-ADMM3c introduced in Section 4.1 to solve it. We omit the details here.
Next, we consider the case where mI is large. The dual of (39) is given by
min
{
δK∗(s) + δ<mI+ (yI) + δK∗p(z)− 〈b, y〉 | s+A
∗
IyI + z +A∗EyE = c
}
. (40)
Let D : X → X be a given nonsingular linear operator and D∗ be its adjoint. In this case, we can
rewrite (40) equivalently as
min
{
δK∗(s) + δ<mI+ (yI) + δK∗p(u)− 〈b, y〉 | s+A
∗
IyI + z +A∗EyE = c, D∗(u− z) = 0
}
. (41)
Define B : X × <mE → X ×X to be the linear map whose adjoint B∗ satisfies
B∗(z, yE) =
(
z +A∗EyE
−D∗z
)
.
Then problem (41) can be reformulated as
min
{
f(s, u) + g(yI) + h(z, yE) |
(
s
D∗u
)
+
( A∗IyI
0
)
+ B∗(z, yE) =
(
c
0
)}
, (42)
where
f(s, u) := δK∗(s) + δK∗p(u), g(yI) := δ<mI+ (yI)− 〈bI , yI〉, h(z, yE) := −〈bE , yE〉
for any (s, u) ∈ X × X , yI ∈ <mI and (z, yE) ∈ X × <mE . Note that since
BB∗ =
( I +DD∗ A∗E
AE AEA∗E
)
and the inverse of AEA∗E is assumed to be computable at a moderate cost, the inverse of BB∗
can also be computed based on (I + DD∗)−1 and the inverse of AE(I − (I + DD∗)−1)A∗E . For
example, if D is a simple nonsingular matrix (e.g., D = αI for some α > 0), then the inverse
of BB∗ can be computed at a low cost once the inverse of AEA∗E is available. Let ρmax be the
largest eigenvalue of the self-adjoint positive semidefinite operator AIA∗I . Then we can apply our
convergent Algorithm sPADMM3c given in Section 3.1 directly to problem (42) by defining
Tf ≡ 0 and Tg ≡ ρmaxI − AIA∗I
to obtain a convergent 3-block sPADMM, denoted by Conic-sPADMM3c, for solving conic pro-
gramming (P). The motivation for choosing the specific positive semidefinite linear operator Tg
above is to make the computation of yk+1I simple. As before, the convergence analysis for Algo-
rithm Conic-sPADMM3c can be analyzed similarly as in Theorem 4.1. For simplicity, we omit
the details here.
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5 Numerical experiments for SDP
In the last section, we have shown how our proposed convergent 3-block sPADMM for solving
the convex optimization problem (18) can be used to solve (P) with/without the inequality
constraints. In this section, we use (SDP) problems as our test examples. We separate our test
examples into two groups. The first group is for DNN-SDP without the inequality constraints
AIxI ≥ bI . In the second group, we consider SDP problems arising from relaxation of binary
integer quadratic (BIQ) programming problems with a large number of inequality constraints
AIxI ≥ bI .
5.1 Numerical results for doubly non-negative SDP
The doubly non-negative SDP takes the form of
(DNN-SDP) max
{〈−C, X〉 | AEX = bE , X ∈ Sn+, X ∈ Kp} , (43)
whose dual can be written as
min
{
δSn+(S) + δK∗p(Z)− 〈bE , yE〉 | S + Z +A∗EyE = C
}
. (44)
Obviously, our proposed Algorithm Conic-ADMM3c given in Section 4.1 for solving problem (36)
can be applied to problem (44) directly.
5.1.1 Doubly non-negative SDP problem sets
In our numerical experiments, we test the following classes of doubly non-negative SDP problems.
(i) DNN-SDP problems arising from the relaxation of a binary integer nonconvex quadratic
(BIQ) programming:
min
{1
2
xTQx+ 〈c, x〉 | x ∈ {0, 1}n−1
}
. (45)
This problem has been shown in [2] that under some mild assumptions, it can equivalently be
reformulated as the following completely positive programming (CPP) problem:
min
{1
2
〈Q, Y 〉+ 〈c, x〉 | diag(Y ) = x,X = [Y, x;xT , 1] ∈ Cnpp
}
, (46)
where Cnpp denotes the n-dimensional completely positive cone. It is well known that even though
Cnpp is convex, it is computationally intractable. To solve the CPP problem, one would typically
relax Cnpp to Sn+ ∩ KP , and the relaxed problem has the form of (SDP):
min 12〈Q, Y 〉+ 〈c, x〉
s.t. diag(Y )− x = 0, α = 1, X =
[
Y x
xT α
]
∈ Sn+, X ∈ KP ,
(47)
where the polyhedral cone KP = {X ∈ Sn | X ≥ 0}. In our numerical experiments, the test
data for Q and c are taken from Biq Mac Library maintained by Wiegele, which is available at
http://biqmac.uni-klu.ac.at/biqmaclib.html
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(ii) DNN-SDP problems arising from the relaxation of maximum stable set problems. Given a
graph G with edge set E , the SDP relaxation θ+(G) of the maximum stable set problem is given
by
θ+(G) = max{〈eeT , X〉 | 〈Eij , X〉 = 0, (i, j) ∈ E , 〈I, X〉 = 1, X ∈ Sn+, X ∈ KP}, (48)
where Eij = eie
T
j + eje
T
i and ei denotes the ith column of the n × n identity matrix, and KP =
{X ∈ Sn | X ≥ 0}. In our numerical experiments, we test the graph instances G considered in
[36], [38], and [39].
(iii) DNN-SDP problems arising from computing lower bounds for quadratic assignment prob-
lems (QAPs). Let Π be the set of n × n permutation matrices. Given matrices A,B ∈ Sn, the
quadratic assignment problem is given by
v¯QAP := min{〈X,AXB〉 : X ∈ Π}. (49)
For a matrix X = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ <n×n, we will identify it with the n2-vector x = [x1; . . . ;xn]. For
a matrix Y ∈ Rn2×n2 , we let Y ij be the n× n block corresponding to xixTj in the n2 × n2 matrix
xxT . It is shown in [30] that v¯QAP is bounded below by the following number generated from the
SDP relaxation of (49):
v := min 〈B ⊗A, Y 〉
s.t.
∑n
i=1 Y
ii = I, 〈I, Y ij〉 = δij ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,
〈E, Y ij〉 = 1 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,
Y ∈ Sn2+ , Y ∈ KP ,
(50)
where E is the matrix of ones, and δij = 1 if i = j, and 0 otherwise, KP = {X ∈ Sn2 | X ≥ 0}.
In our numerical experiments, the test instances (A,B) are taken from the QAP Library [15].
(iv) DNN-SDP relaxation of clustering problems (RCPs) described in [29, eq. (13)]:
min
{
〈W, I −X〉 | Xe = e, 〈I, X〉 = K,X ∈ Sn+, X ∈ KP
}
, (51)
where W is the so-called affinity matrix whose entries represent the pairwise similarities of the
objects in the dataset, e is the vector of ones, and K is the number of clusters, KP = {X ∈
Sn | X ≥ 0}. All the data sets we test are from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (available
at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html). For some large size data sets, we only
select the first n rows. For example, the original data set “spambase” has 4601 rows and we select
the first 1500 rows to obtain the test problem “spambase-large.2” for which the number “2”
means that there are K = 2 clusters.
(v) DNN-SDP problems arising from semidefinite relaxation of frequency assignment problems
(FAPs) [8]. Given a network represented by a graph G and an edge-weight matrix W , a certain
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type of frequency assignment problem on G can be relaxed into the following SDP (see [3, eq.
(5)]):
max 〈(k−12k )L(G,W )− 12Diag(We), X〉
s.t. diag(X) = e, X ∈ Sn+,
〈−Eij , X〉 = 2/(k − 1) ∀(i, j) ∈ U ⊆ E,
〈−Eij , X〉 ≤ 2/(k − 1) ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ U,
(52)
where k > 1 is an integer, L(G,W ); = Diag(We)−W is the Laplacian matrix, Eij = eieTj + ejeTi
with ei ∈ <n the vector with all zeros except in the ith position, and e ∈ <n is the vector of ones.
Denote
Mij =
{
− 1k−1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E,
0 otherwise.
Then (52) is equivalent to
max 〈(k−12k )L(G,W )− 12Diag(We), X〉
s.t. diag(X) = e, X ∈ Sn+, X −M ∈ KP ,
(53)
where KP = {X ∈ Sn | Xij = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ U ;Xij ≥ 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E \ U}.
We should mention that we can easily extend our algorithm to handle the following slightly
more general doubly non-negative SDP:
max
{〈−C, X〉 | AEX = bE , X ∈ Sn+, X −M ∈ Kp} ,
where M ∈ Sn is a given matrix. Thus (53) can also be solved by our proposed algorithm.
5.1.2 Numerical results
For large-scale DNN-SDP problems, there exist two other competitive codes in the literature that
are based on alternating direction algorithms: a directly extended ADMM solver (called SDPAD
in [43]) and a two-easy-block-decomposition hybrid proximal extragradient method solver (called
2EBD-HPE in [25] but we will just call it as 2EBD for convenience).
Here we compare our algorithm ADMM3c with SDPAD (release-beta2, released in December
2012), and 2EBD5 (v0.2, released on May 31, 2013) for solving DNN-SDP. We also include a
convergent alternating direction method with a Gaussian back substitution proposed in [18] (we
call the method ADMM3g here and use the parameter α = 0.999 in the Gaussian back substitution
step6). We have implemented both ADMM3c and ADMM3g in Matlab. The computational
results for all the DNN-SDP problems are obtained on a Linux server (6-core, Intel Xeon X5650
@ 2.67GHz, 32G RAM).
We measure the accuracy of an approximate optimal solution (X, yE , S, Z) for (43) and (44)
by using the following relative residual:
η = max{ηP , ηD, ηK, ηP , ηK∗ , ηP∗ , ηC1 , ηC2}, (54)
5www2.isye.gatech.edu/~cod3/CamiloOrtiz/Software_files/2EBD-HPE_v0.2/2EBD-HPE_v0.2.zip
6We avoid taking α = 1 as it leads to slow convergence for quite a number of tested examples.
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where
ηP =
‖AEX−bE‖
1+‖bE‖ , ηD =
‖A∗EyE+S+Z−C‖
1+‖C‖ , ηK =
‖ΠSn+ (−X)‖
1+‖X‖ , ηP =
‖X−ΠKP (X)‖
1+‖X‖ ,
ηK∗ =
‖ΠSn+ (−S)‖
1+‖S‖ , ηP∗ =
‖Z−ΠK∗P (Z)‖
1+‖Z‖ , ηC1 =
|〈X,S〉|
1+‖X‖+‖S‖ , ηC2 =
|〈X,Z〉|
1+‖X‖+‖Z‖ . (55)
Additionally, we compute the relative gap by
ηg =
〈C,X〉−〈bE , yE〉
1+|〈C,X〉|+|〈bE , yE〉| . (56)
We terminate the solvers ADMM3c, ADMM3g and SDPAD when η < 10−6. Note that, as men-
tioned in the introduction, the direct extension of ADMM to the case of a multi-block problem is
not necessarily convergent [4]. Hence SDPAD, which is essentially an implementation of ADMM3d
with τ = 1.618 for solving DNN-SDP problems, does not have convergence guarantee. For the
implementation of 2EBD, we need to explain in more details.
The method 2EBD in [25] is designed to solve a conic optimization problem of the form
min
{
〈C, X〉 | A1(X)− b1 ∈ C1, A2(X)− b2 ∈ C2
}
, (57)
where b1 ∈ W1, b2 ∈ W2, C ∈ X are given data, A1 : X → W1, A2 : X → W2 are given linear
maps, and C1 ∈ W1, C2 ∈ W2 are nonempty closed convex cones. The dual of (57) is given by
max
{
〈b1, w1〉+ 〈b2, w2〉 | A∗1(w1) +A∗2(w2) = C, w1 ∈ C∗1 , w2 ∈ C∗2
}
. (58)
Note that the application of 2EBD to DNN-SDP strongly depends on the possibility of splitting its
constraints into two-easy blocks such that the projection problems min
{
1
2‖X−X0‖2 | Ai(X)−bi ∈
Ci
}
, i = 1, 2 can be computed easily for any given X0. The users need to input the algorithms for
computing min
{
1
2‖X −X0‖2 | Ai(X)− bi ∈ Ci
}
, i = 1, 2. For BIQ, θ+ and FAP problems, their
constraints can naturally be split into two-easy blocks [25]. For general DNN-SDP problems,
however it may be difficult to split their constraints naturally into two-easy blocks although
one can always reformulate them as SDP problems in the standard form. In our numerical
experiments, we use this approach to test QAP and RCP problems as these problems do not
appear to have obvious two-easy blocks structures.
For testing 2EDB on DNN-SDP problems, in order to agree with our stopping criterion, given
a solution (X,w1, w2, S, Z) for (57) and (58), where S,Z are the dual variables corresponding to
X ∈ Sn+ and X ∈ KP respectively, we measure the relative residual as follows:
ηˆ = max{ηP , ηD, ηK, ηP , ηK∗ , ηP∗ , ηC1 , ηC2}, (59)
where ηK, ηP , ηK∗ , ηP∗ , ηC1 , ηC2 are defined as in (55), and ηP =
‖(ΠC∗1 (b1−A1X),ΠC∗2 (b2−A2X))‖
1+‖(b1,b2)‖ ,
ηD =
‖A∗1(w1)+A∗2(w2)−C‖
1+‖C‖ . We terminate the solver 2EBD when ηˆ < 10
−6. And we measure the
relative gap as
ηˆg =
〈C, X〉 − (〈b1, w1〉+ 〈b2, w2〉)
1 + |〈C, X〉|+ |〈b1, w1〉+ 〈b2, w2〉| . (60)
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We should mention in the implementations of all the solvers, ADMM3c, SDPAD, ADMM3g,
and 2EDB, the penalty parameter σ is dynamically adjusted according to the progress of the
algorithms. In addition, all the algorithms also adopt some kind of restart strategies to ameliorate
slow convergence. The exact details on the adjustment strategies are too tedious to be presented
here but it suffices to mention that the key idea is to adjust σ so as to balance the progress of
primal feasibilities (ηP , ηK, ηP) and dual feasibilities (ηD, ηK∗ , ηP∗). In our numerical experiments,
we use the same adjustment strategy for both the solvers ADMM3c and ADMM3g to solve all
the tested problems, i.e., we do not change the strategy to maximize the performance of different
classes of tested problems. The solver SDPAD also uses a common adjustment strategy, though
different from that of ADMM3c and ADMM3g. But 2EDB uses different parameter settings for
the adjustment strategy for different classes of tested problems.
Table 1 shows the number of problems that have been successfully solved to the accuracy of
10−6 in η or ηˆ by each of the four solvers ADMM3c, SDPAD, ADMM3g and 2EBD, with the
maximum number of iterations set at 25000. We can see that ADMM3c solved the most number
of instances to the required accuracy, with SDPAD in the second place, followed by ADMM3g
and 2EDB in the third and fourth place, respectively. It is actually quite remarkable that all the
four solvers are able to solve these large scale SDP problems to such a good accuracy despite the
fact that they are all first order methods.
Table 2 reports detailed numerical results for ADMM3c, SDPAD, 2EBD and ADMM3g in
solving some very large scale DNN-SDP problems. The detailed results for all the 414 problems
tested can be found at http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/∼mattohkc/publist.html/. Note that
we did not list the numerical results for the directly extended ADMM with τ = 1 here as it
almost always takes 20% to 50% more time than the one with τ = 1.618, i.e., SDPAD. From the
detailed numerical results, one can observe that ADMM3c is generally the fastest in terms of the
computing time, especially when the problem size is large.
Table 1: Numbers of problems which are solved to the accu-
racy of 10−6 in η or ηˆ.
problem set (No.) \ solver ADMM3c SDPAD 2EBD ADMM3g
θ+ (58) 58 58 56 54
FAP ( 7) 7 7 7 7
QAP (95) 39 30 16 28
BIQ (134) 134 134 134 130
RCP (120) 120 114 109 113
Total (414) 358 343 322 332
Figure 1 shows the performance profiles in terms of computing time for ADMM3c, SDPAD,
2EBD and ADMM3g, for all the tested problems including those problems not listed in Table 2.
We recall that a point (x, y) is in the performance profiles curve of a method if and only if it can
solve (100y)% of all the tested problems no slower than x times of any other methods. It can be
seen that ADMM3c outperforms all the other 3 solvers by a significant margin.
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Figure 1: Performance profiles (time) of ADMM3c,
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Figure 2: Performance profiles (iteration) of ADMM3c,
SDPAD, ADMM3g and 2EBD.
Figure 2 shows the performance profiles in terms of the number of iterations for ADMM3c,
SDPAD, 2EBD and ADMM3g, for all the tested problems. We may observe that for the majority
of the tested problems, ADMM3c takes the least number of iterations. For the BIQ problems,
the solver 2EDB typically takes the least number of iterations. However, as each iteration of
2EDB requires quite a number of intermediate calculations to estimate a step-length to achieve
good convergence, the non-trivial overheads incurred often counteract the savings in the number
of iterations. As a result, even though the performance profile of 2EDB in terms of the number of
iterations dominates that of ADMM3g, its profile in terms of the computing time does not behave
similarly.
5.2 Numerical results for SDP with many inequality constraints
In this subsection, we will consider (SDP) with many inequality constraints AIxI ≥ bI . The
dual of (SDP) takes the form of
min
{
δSn+(S) + (δ<mI+ (yI)− 〈bI , yI〉) + δK∗p(Z)− 〈bE , yE〉 | S +A
∗
IyI + Z +A∗EyE = C
}
. (61)
Let D : Sn → Sn be a given nonsingular linear operator and D∗ be its adjoint. By introducing
an extra variable, we can reformulate (61) into the form of (42), for which our proposed Conic-
sPADMM3c can be used.
For the SDP problems described in (47) arising from relaxing the BIQ problems, in order to
get tighter bounds, we may add in some valid inequalities to get the following problems:
min 12〈Q, Y 〉+ 〈c, x〉
s.t. diag(Y )− x = 0, α = 1, X =
[
Y x
xT α
]
∈ Sn+, X ∈ KP ,
−Yij + xi ≥ 0, −Yij + xj ≥ 0, Yij − xi − xj ≥ −1, ∀ i < j, j = 2, . . . , n− 1,
(62)
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where KP = {X ∈ Sn | X ≥ 0}. For convenience, we call the problem in (62) an extended BIQ
problem. Note that the last set of inequalities in (62) are obtained from the valid inequalities
xi(1− xj) ≥ 0, xj(1− xi) ≥ 0, (1− xi)(1− xj) ≥ 0 when xi, xj are binary variables.
Note that one may also apply the directly extended ADMM (see (5)) with 4 blocks by adding
a proximal term for the yI -part (similar to the discussion in Section 4.2). We call this method
sPadmm4d. Of course, we are mindful that sPadmm4d has no convergence guarantee. In this
subsection, we compare the algorithms sPadmm3c, sPadmm4d and a convergent linearized alter-
nating direction method with a Gaussian back substitution proposed in [21] (we call the method
Ladmm4g here and use the parameter α = 0.999 in the Gaussian back substitution step) for the
extended BIQ problems (62). We have implemented sPadmm3c, sPadmm4d and Ladmm4g in
Matlab. For sPadmm4d, we set the step-length τ = 1.618. For the purpose of comparison,
we also test the directly extended sPADMM with unit step-length (i.e., τ = 1), which is called
sPadmm4d(1). The computational results for all the extended BIQ problems are obtained on the
same Linux server as before.
We note here that neither SDPAD nor 2EBD can be directly applied to solve the problems
(62). One may of course try to first convert the inequality constraints into linear equalities by
introducing slack variables and then apply both SDPAD and 2EBD to the reformulated problems.
However, such an approach is inefficient as the linear system of equations which needs to be solved
at each iteration is very large but not-so-sparse. Not surprisingly, this approach is very slow for
the extended BIQ problems according to our numerical experience.
We measure the accuracy of an approximate optimal solution (X, yE , yI , S, Z) for (SDP) and
its dual (61) by using the following relative residual:
η = max{ηP , ηD, ηK, ηP , ηK∗ , ηP∗ , ηC1 , ηC2 , ηI , ηI∗}, (63)
where ηK, ηP , ηK∗ , ηP∗ , ηC1 , ηC2 , are defined as in (55), and
ηP =
‖AEX−bE‖
1+‖bE‖ , ηD =
‖A∗EyE+A∗IyI+S+Z−C‖
1+‖C‖ , ηI =
‖max(0,bI−AIX)‖
1+‖bI‖ , ηI∗ =
‖max(0,−yI)‖
1+‖yI‖ .
Additionally, we compute the relative gap by
ηg =
〈C,X〉−(〈bE , yE〉+〈bI , yI〉)
1+|〈C,X〉|+|〈bE , yE〉+〈bI , yI〉| . (64)
We terminate sPadmm3c, sPadmm4d, sPadmm4d(1) and Ladmm4g when η < 10−5 or when they
reach the maximum number of 50000 iterations.
In Table 3, we report some detailed numerical results for the solvers sPadmm3c, Ladmm4g,
sPadmm4d and sPadmm4d(1) in solving a collection of 134 extended BIQ problems.
Figure 3 shows the performance profiles in terms of computing time for sPadmm3c, Ladmm4g,
sPadmm4d and sPadmm4d(1) in solving 134 extended BIQ problems. One can observe that
Ladmm4g is much slower than the other three solvers. The solver sPadmm3c is clearly more
efficient than the directly extended sPADMM with unit step-length, i.e., sPadmm4d(1), and it is
even faster than sPadmm4d with τ = 1.618, though only marginally.
Figure 4 shows the performance profiles in terms of the number of iterations for sPadmm3c,
Ladmm4g, sPadmm4d and sPadmm4d(1). Observe that for the majority of the test problems,
sPadmm3c takes less iterations than sPadmm4d with step-length τ = 1.618. However, for some
test problems, due to the overheads incurred in handling the additional matrix variable introduced
to reformulate (61) into the form (42), sPadmm3c may take slightly more time than sPadmm4d,
even though the latter may take slightly more iterations.
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Figure 3: Performance profiles (time) of sPadmm3c,
Ladmm4g, sPadmm4d and sPadmm4d(1).
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Figure 4: Performance profiles (iteration) of sPadmm3c,
Ladmm4g, sPadmm4d and sPadmm4d(1).
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a 3-block semi-proximal ADMM that is both convergent and
efficient for finding a solution of medium accuracy to conic programming problems with four
types of constraints. By conducting numerical experiments on a large number of doubly non-
negative SDP problems with equality and/or inequality constraints, we have presented convincing
numerical results showing that for the vast majority of problems tested, our proposed (semi-
proximal) ADMM is at least 20% faster than the directly extended (semi-proximal) ADMM with
unit step-length. At least for the class of conic programming (P) problems, we can safely say that
we have resolved the dilemma that an ADMM is either efficient in practice but without convergent
guarantee in theory or the contrary. This opens up the possibility of designing a convergent and yet
practically efficient ADMM with an intelligent BCD cycle rather than the usual non-convergent
Gauss-Seidel BCD cycle for solving multi-block convex optimization problem (2). We leave this as
one of our future research topics. In fact, our primary motivation of introducing this convergent
3-block semi-proximal ADMM is to quickly produce an initial point for conic programming (P)
so as to warm-start methods which have fast local convergence properties. For SDP problems in
standard form, this has already been done by Zhao, Sun and Toh in [44] by first using the classic 2-
block ADMM (it was called the boundary point method in [31] at that time) to generate a starting
point and then switching it to the fast convergent Newton-CG augmented Lagrangian method.
The resulting software SDPNAL has been successfully employed by Nie and Wang [27, 28] to
solve very large scale SDP problems in standard form arising from polynomial optimization and
rank-1 tensor approximation problems. Naturally, our next target is to extend this approach to
multi-block convex optimization problems beyond conic programming (P) in standard form. We
will report our corresponding findings in subsequent works.
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